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A deadly serious game of hide-and-seek is on. The CIA's brilliant young analyst, Jack Ryan, thinks

he knows the reason for the sudden Red Fleet operation: the Soviets' most valuable ship, the Red

October, is attempting to defect to the United States.The new ballistic-missile submarine's defection

is high treason on an unprecedented scale and nearly the entire Soviet Atlantic Fleet has been

ordered to find and destroy her at all costs. If the U.S. fleet can locate her first and get her safely to

port, it will be the intelligence coup of all time.The nerve-wracking hunt goes on for eighteen days as

the Red October tries to elude her hunters across 4000 miles of ocean. The rousing climax is one of

the most thrilling underwater scenes ever written.
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The Hunt for Red OctoberAlthough it was the first of the series to be published, Tom Clancy's The

Hunt for Red October is actually the third novel in the Jack Ryan series. It propelled Clancy, who

had been an insurance salesman with only a few letters to the editor under his writing belt, to

best-selling superstar. His success with military and espionage-related fiction earned him a title he

does not readily accept: father of the techno-thriller.This novel, if I remember correctly, was the first

work of fiction published by the Naval Institute Press, the publishing arm of the United States Naval

Institute, a civilian entity which promotes all things naval, including the study of naval history,

strategy, technology, and tactics. Some of the Naval Institute Press' other books include A.D.

Baker's Fleets of the World, Clay Blair, Jr.'s Silent Victory, and Norman Friedman's Desert Victory:



The War for Kuwait. But considering that although Clancy's novel deals with the workings of other

federal agencies such as the Central Intelligence Agency, the FBI, the National Security Agency,

and both the Executive and Legislative branches, the heart of the story is a sea chase.Based

loosely on a 1975 incident in which a Soviet frigate attempted to defect to the West, The Hunt for

Red October tells the by-now familiar tale of how Captain First Rank Marko Ramius and a group of

selected officers aboard the Soviet Navy's newest Typhoon-class SSBN (the Navy designator for a

nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine, or "boomer") band together to defect to the United

States and hand over the Red Navy's most advanced "stealth" submarine.Ramius, you see, is

motivated by one of the strongest emotions of all: the desire for revenge against the callous Soviet

state.

When this book came out, the Kremlin ordered 500 copies! The idea of a Soviet sub commander

deciding to defect to the United States with his submarine was their deepest, darkest fear! The U.S.

Navy and FBI also were very unhappy - they wanted to know who had been talking to Clancy - they

couldn't believe that someone could find out all this by doing research. They were convinced that

several people with Top Secret clearances had been talking to Clancy. The storyline is this: Marko

Ramius is the Russian Navy's most experienced and highly decorated submarine commander, who

has become disillusioned with the Communist Party. After seeing the plans for the newest Russian

submarine - "The Red October". A sub that is almost completely silent - a submarine with one

purpose - "to start a nuclear war". Ramius decides to steal the submarine with the help of the

officers of his crew after he is assigned the command of The Red October. Before leaving port on

it's madien run, Marius mails a letter to the Secretary of the Navy telling him of his intent to steal the

sub. The letter arrives 2 days after the Red October sails from port. The Soviets in a panic, send

their entire fleet in the region after it trying to find and sink the Red October. The Soviets approach

the United States telling them that Marius sent a letter to the Secratary of the Navy explaining his

intent to launch a nuclear attack against the United States, and ask for help in hunting the sub down

and destroying it. Jack Ryan, currently a CIA analyst, who has written several books on naval

warfare strategy, and who has met Marius at a diplomatic party, is asked to consult the President of

the United States and the Chiefs of Staff at an emergency meeting.
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